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E2-operads, 411
and the classifying spaces of the chord

diagram operad, 446
formality of the, 444
homotopy automorphism space of, see

also homotopy automorphism space of

E2-operads
rationalization of, 446, 587

En-operads, 411
cohomology cooperad of the, 433
formality of the, 438, 594
homology of the, 432
homotopy automorphism space of, 604
intrinsic formality of the, 436–438, 602
mapping spaces on, 604, 612
rationalization of, 438

Λ-cooperads, see also coaugmented
Λ-cooperads

additive, see also additive Λ-cooperads
Λ-operads

additive, see also additive Λ-operads
connected, see also augmented connected

Λ-operads
non-unitary, see also augmented

non-unitary Λ-operads
Λ-sequences, xxi

cofree — over symmetric sequences, see
also cofree Λ-sequences

connected, see also connected

Λ-sequences
hom-objects of, 510
hom-objects of — in dg-modules, 513

and the Künneth isomorphism
formula, 517

and weak-equivalences, 514
hom-objects of — in graded modules, 513
hom-objects of — in simplicial modules,

516
and the Eilenberg–Zilber equivalence,

517
homomorphisms of, 512
homomorphisms of — in dg-modules, 513
homomorphisms of — in graded

modules, 513

non-unitary, see also non-unitary
Λ-sequences

Q-nilpotent spaces, 199

of finite Q-type, see also rational spaces,
199, 204, 206

κ-combinatorial model categories, see also
combinatorial model categories

κ-filtered colimits, 120

κ-presentable categories, see also locally
presentable categories

κ-small, see also small object

n-Gerstenhaber operad, see also
Gerstenhaber operads, 432

abelian bimodules over operads, 489

and abelian group objects over operads,
490

and additive operads, 491

and operadic derivations, 491

and semi-direct products over operads,
489

abelian groups of finite Q-type, 199
acyclic cofibrations, 11

and adjunctions, 12

and compositions, 12

and pushouts, 12

and relative cell complexes, 112

and the left lifting property, 11

class of — in a model category, 11

acyclic fibrations, 11

and adjunctions, 12

and compositions, 12

and pullbacks, 12

and the right lifting property, 11

class of — in a model category, 11

additive Λ-cooperads, 415

and semi-direct products over cooperads,
416

and symmetric algebras, 417–418

additive Λ-operads, 414, 475

and the Dold–Kan equivalence, 414

in simplicial modules, 417–418

additive cooperads, 415
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and semi-direct products over cooperads,
416

additive operads, 414
and abelian bimodules over operads, 491
and the Dold–Kan equivalence, 414

algebras over an operad
cotensored category structure of — in

simplicial sets, 63
cotensored category structure of — in

topological spaces, 63
function objects on — in simplicial sets,

63
function objects on — in topological

spaces, 63
model category of, 41
model category of — in simplicial sets, 41
model category of — in topological

spaces, 41
simplicial model category of — in

simplicial sets, 64
simplicial model category of — in

topological spaces, 64
tensored category structure of — in

simplicial sets, 64
tensored category structure of — in

topological spaces, 64
Arnold relations, 432
augmented connected Λ-operads, xxi

and the cobar-bar resolution, 662–663
and the Koszul resolution of operads,

548, 667
augmented non-unitary Λ-operads, xix

Λ-coskeletons of, 261
arity filtration of, 262–265
cofibrations of — as cofibrations of

non-unitary operads, 260
connected truncation of, 369
cotriple resolution of, see also cotriple

resolution, of operads
generating acyclic cofibrations of, 256
generating cofibrations of, 256
model category of, 256, 260
Reedy model category of, see also

augmented non-unitary Λ-operads,
model category of

bar construction of operads, 301, 521,
644–647

weight decomposition of the, 665
bar construction of unitary commutative

cochain dg-algebras, 180
bar-cobar resolution of cooperads, 290, 301
binary trees, 664
boundary of the simplices, 29, 34, 35, 68
Bousfield–Kan spectral sequences, see also

homotopy spectral sequences
Brown’s Lemma, 15

categories

cotensored — over simplicial sets, 50

enriched, xvii

locally presentable, 121

model, see also model categories

simplicial, 48

symmetric monoidal, xvi

tensored — over simplicial sets, 50

category of finite ordinals and injections,
xix, 240, 334, 336, 345

operadic compositions in the, 336

cell attachments

in model categories, 108

of non-unitary operads in simplicial sets,
236

of non-unitary symmetric sequences, 219

of non-unitary symmetric sequences in
simplicial sets, 223

of unitary commutative cochain
dg-algebras, 173–175

chain complexes of complete filtered chain
graded modules, 386

chain complexes of dg-modules, 386, 485

and twisted dg-modules, 486

total dg-module of the, 486

chain graded dg-modules, 128

augmented, 159

complete, see also complete filtered chain
graded dg-modules

model category of, 129, 133

tensor products of, 146

weight graded, 380

chain graded truncation of dg-modules, 153

chain-homotopies, see also contracting
chain-homotopies

Chevalley–Eilenberg chain complexes, see
also complete Chevalley–Eilenberg
chain complexes

Chevalley–Eilenberg cochain complexes,
177, 384, 387

and the Sullivan cochain dg-algebras of
Maurer–Cartan spaces, 398

as cofibrant unitary commutative
cochain dg-algebras, 388

geometric realization of the — and
Maurer–Cartan spaces, 394

of the Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra
operad, see also Drinfeld–Kohno Lie
algebra operad, Chevalley–Eilenberg
cochain complexes of the, 424–429

of the graded Drinfeld–Kohno Lie

algebra operads, see also graded
Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra operads,
Chevalley–Eilenberg cochain
complexes of the, 424–429

tower decomposition of the, 389–393

chord diagram operad, 411, 439, 560

classifying spaces of the, 439
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and the Maurer–Cartan spaces of the
Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra operad,
443

and the rationalization of E2-operads,
446

tower decomposition of the, 440, 480

classifying spaces, 402

and abelian groups, 402

and central extensions, 403

of groups, see also classifying spaces

of Malcev complete groups, 404

and Maurer–Cartan spaces, 408

of the chord diagram operad, 439

and the Maurer–Cartan spaces of the
Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra operad,
443

of the parenthesized braid operad, 443

tower decomposition of the — of Malcev
complete groups, 404

coaugmentation coideal of coaugmented
Λ-cooperads, 339

coaugmentation coideal of cooperads, 277,
625, 635

coaugmentation morphisms

of coaugmented Λ-cooperads, 334, 337,
339

on cooperads and treewise tensor
products, 635–637

treewise representation of the — on
cooperads, 635–637

coaugmented Λ-cooperads, 333, 334

and cofree cooperads, 340–343

and colimits, 344

and limits, 344

and reflexive equalizers, 344

and symmetric collections, 339

associated to plain cooperads, 348–350

coaugmentation coideal of, 339

coaugmentation morphisms of, 334, 337,
339

cofree, 343

corestriction operators of, 334, 337

in cochain graded dg-modules, see also
coaugmented cochain dg-Λ-cooperads

symmetric algebras of, 360–363

coaugmented cochain dg-Λ-cooperads, 350

cofibrations of — and free structures, 355

generating acyclic cofibrations of, 351

generating cofibrations of, 351

model category of, 351, 354

coaugmented cochain dg-cooperads

generating acyclic cofibrations of, 351

generating cofibrations of, 351

model category of, 351

coaugmented connected covariant
Λ-sequences, 339

cobar construction

of cooperads, 648–650

cobar construction of cooperads, 301, 521

cobar-bar resolution of operads, 521, 534,
650–655

and augmented connected Λ-operads,
662–663

and cosimplicial homotopy spectral
sequences of operadic mapping spaces,
538–540

and the cotriple cohomology of operads,
523–530, 537

and the cotriple resolution, 522, 659–661

cochain complexes of cochain graded
modules, 388

cochain complexes of dg-modules, 388, 485

and twisted dg-modules, 487

total dg-module of the, 487

cochain dg-cooperads, 284

conormalized complex of cosimplicial,
312, 316

fibrant quasi-cofree, 291

generating acyclic cofibrations of, 284

generating acyclic cofibrations of
coaugmented, 351

generating cofibrations of, 284

generating cofibrations of coaugmented,
351

model category of, 284, 285

model category of coaugmented, 351

simplicial frames of, 302–305

totalization of cosimplicial, 305, 316

cochain graded dg-modules, 128

coaugmented, 160

cofibrations of — over a field, 144

connected, 139

connected generating cofibrations of, 139

conormalized complex of cosimplicial,
306–308

generating acyclic cofibrations of,
139–141

generating cofibrations of, 139–141

connected, 139

model category of, 139, 141–143

relative cell complexes of, 143

tensor products of, 146

totalization of cosimplicial, 307

cochain-homotopies, see also contracting
cochain-homotopies

codegeneracies, see also codegeneracy
morphisms, 26, see also codegeneracy
operators

of the simplices, 28

codegeneracy morphisms, 26

codegeneracy operators

in a cosimplicial object, 27

coface morphisms, 26

coface operators

in a cosimplicial object, 27
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cofaces, see also coface morphisms, 26, see
also coface operators

of the simplices, 28

cofibrant objects

class of — in a model category, 11

cofibrant resolutions, 13, 19

and the homotopy category, 20

of connected Λ-operads in simplicial sets
and the cotriple resolution, 369

of connected operads in simplicial sets
and the cotriple resolution, 321

of non-unitary Λ-operads in simplicial
sets and the cotriple resolution,
266–271

of operads in simplicial sets and the
cotriple resolution, 266–271

cofibrantly generated model categories, 112

and factorization axioms, 112

model categories defined by transfer
from, 117–120

cofibrations, 11

and adjunctions, 12

and compositions, 12

and pushouts, 12

and relative cell complexes, 112

and the left lifting property, 11

class of — in a model category, 11

cofree Λ-sequences, 420–422, 509

as fibrant objects, 509

dual covariant Λ-sequence of, 424

cofree cooperads, 280–283, 634, 635

and coaugmented Λ-cooperads, 340–343,
637

and Hopf Λ-cooperads, 359

cartesian products with, 638–640

treewise coaugmentations of, 341

treewise composition coproducts of,
631–633

treewise corestriction operators of,
341–343, 635–637

weight decomposition of, 664

cofree Hopf cooperads, 296

cofree operads

and composition coproducts of trees,

627–629

and treewise tensor products, 626, 633

composition coproducts of, 627–629

cohomology of cosimplicial modules, 133

cohomotopy, 471

colored braid operad, 411, 581

combinatorial model categories, 121–123

commutative cooperad, 275, 334, 337

commutative operad, xviii, xix, xxi

complete chain graded Lie algebras, 382

complete Chevalley–Eilenberg chain
complexes, 384–387

complete enveloping algebras, 382, 401

complete filtered chain graded dg-modules,
380

continuous dual of, 384

local finiteness of, 384

tensor products of, 381

complete filtered modules, 380

continuous dual of, 383

complete Hopf algebras, 400

group-like elements in, 401

complete Lie algebras, 401

in chain graded modules, see also
complete chain graded Lie algebras

completed tensor products, 381

completeness axioms of model categories,
11

composition products of operads

treewise representation, 621

compositions

and the left lifting property, 10

and the right lifting property, 10

of acyclic cofibrations, 12

of acyclic fibrations, 12

of cofibrations, 12

of fibrations, 12

stability of a class of morphisms under,
10

transfinite, 9

configuration spaces, 432

cohomology of, 432, 434

connected Λ-operads, see also augmented
connected Λ-operads

cofibrant resolutions of — in simplicial
sets and the cotriple resolution, 369

cotriple resolution of — in simplicial sets,
369

generating acyclic cofibrations of — in
simplicial sets, 367

generating cofibrations of — in simplicial
sets, 367

in simplicial sets, 475

model category of — in simplicial sets,
367

rationalization of — in simplicial sets,
see also rationalization, of connected
Λ-operads

tower decomposition of — in simplicial
sets, 475

connected Λ-sequences, xxi

connected covariant Λ-sequences, 333, 339

coaugmented, 339

connected graph complex, see also graph
complex

connected Hopf covariant Λ-sequences, 358

connected operads, xviii

cofibrant resolutions of — in simplicial
sets and the cotriple resolution, 321

cotriple resolution of, see also cotriple
resolution, of operads, 655–659
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cotriple resolution of — in simplicial sets,
321

generating acyclic cofibrations of — in
simplicial sets, 319

generating cofibrations of — in simplicial
sets, 319

model category of — in simplicial sets,
319

connected symmetric sequences, xviii

connected truncation of augmented
non-unitary Λ-operads, 369

connected truncation of non-unitary
operads, 320

conormalized cochain complex, see also
conormalized complex

conormalized complex, 133

and extra-codegeneracies, 161

as a totalization, 137

of cosimplicial cochain dg-cooperads,
312, 316

of cosimplicial cochain graded
dg-modules, 306–308

of cosimplicial dg-modules, 488

of cosimplicial Hopf cochain
dg-cooperads, 317

of cosimplicial modules, 133

of the homotopy of a cosimplicial space,
471

continuous dual

of complete filtered chain graded
dg-modules, 384

of complete filtered modules, 383

contracting chain-homotopies, 159

contracting cochain-homotopies, 160

cooperads, 275

and symmetric collections, 279

aritywise tensor product of, 295

bar-cobar resolution of, 290, 301

cartesian products of, 638–640

coaugmentation coideal of, 277

colimits of, 283

composition coproducts of, 275–277

limits of, 283

quasi-cofree, 290–294, 643

reflexive equalizers of, 283

symmetric algebras of, 298

treewise composition coproducts of, 281,
629–631, 635

twisting coderivations of, 290–294, 643

coproducts and the left lifting property, 10

corestriction operators

of coaugmented Λ-cooperads, 334, 337,
635

on cooperads and treewise tensor
products, 635–637

treewise representation of the — on
cooperads, 635–637

corollas, 621

cosimplicial frames, 81–84

and geometric realizations, 93

and mapping spaces, 85–88

of simplicial objects, 90

cosimplicial homology spectral sequences,
608

cosimplicial homotopy spectral sequences,
471–473, 608

of operadic mapping spaces, 479, 499,
595–600

and operadic derivations, 503–504

and the cobar-bar resolution of
operads, 538–540

and the Koszul resolution of operads,
538–540

terms of the, 472

cosimplicial modules, xv, 129

cohomology of, 133

conormalized complex of, 133

dual of, 137

model category of, 145

tensor products of, 147

cosimplicial objects, 27

and functors on simplicial sets, 46

coaugmented, 160

extra-codegeneracies of, 160

cosimplicial unitary commutative algebras,
163, 165

cohomology of, 167

cotensored categories over simplicial sets,
50

and mapping spaces, 51

cotriple cohomology of augmented
connected Λ-operads, see also cotriple
cohomology of operads

cotriple cohomology of operads, 483, 498

and Koszul operads, 537

and the cobar-bar resolution of operads,
523–530, 537

cotriple resolution

and cofibrant resolutions of connected
Λ-operads in simplicial sets, 369

and cofibrant resolutions of connected
operads in simplicial sets, 321

and cofibrant resolutions of non-unitary
Λ-operads in simplicial sets, 266–271

and cofibrant resolutions of operads in
simplicial sets, 266–271

and operadic mapping spaces, 479

and the cobar-bar resolution of operads,

522, 659–661

geometric realization of the — of operads
in simplicial sets, 271

of augmented non-unitary Λ-operads, see
also cotriple resolution, of operads, 266

of connected Λ-operads in simplicial sets,
369
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of connected operads, see also cotriple
resolution, of operads, 655–659

of connected operads in simplicial sets,
321

of operads, 266, 521, 655–659

counitary cocommutative coalgebras, xv

in a symmetric monoidal category, xvi

tensor products of, xvi

covariant Λ-sequences, 333, 337

and symmetric collections, 338

connected, see also connected covariant

Λ-sequences

free — over symmetric sequences, see
also free covariant Λ-sequences

non-unitary, see also non-unitary
covariant Λ-sequences

cylinder objects, 15

good, 15–17

degeneracies, see also degeneracy operators

degeneracy operators, 27

in a simplicial object, 27

degenerate simplices in simplicial sets, 29

derivations on augmented connected
Λ-operads, see also operadic
derivations

derivations on augmented non-unitary
Λ-operads, see also operadic
derivations

derived functors, see also Quillen
adjunctions, and derived functors, 25

desuspension of dg-modules, 384

dg-algebras of piecewise linear forms, see
also Sullivan cochain dg-algebras

dg-modules, xv, 128, 642

chain complexes of, 485

chain graded, see also chain graded
dg-modules

chain graded truncation of, 153

cochain complexes of, 485

cochain graded, see also cochain graded
dg-modules

desuspension of, 384

dual of, 137

hom-objects of, 153

hom-objects of — and weak-equivalences,
154

homomorphisms of, 153

model category of, 152

morphisms of — and homomorphisms,
154

Reedy model category of cosimplicial
objects in, 134

Reedy model category of simplicial
objects in, 134

suspension of, 384

tensor products of, 146

diagonalization of bisimplicial sets, 88,
98–100

dimension grading, 463

Dold–Kan equivalence, 131

and additive Λ-operads, 414

and additive operads, 414

Dold–Kan functor, 131–133, 138

and the Sullivan cochain dg-algebras, 194

Drinfeld’s associators, 411, 443, 560

tower decomposition of the set of, 561,
563

Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra operad,
446–447

and the cohomology of the little 2-discs
operad, 435

Chevalley–Eilenberg cochain complexes
of the, 424–429

tower decomposition of the, 425–429

cofree Λ-sequence structure of the,
422–424

complete enveloping algebras of the, 448

graded versions of the, see also graded
Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra operads,
418

Maurer–Cartan spaces of the, 429

and the classifying spaces of the chord
diagram operad, 443

tower decomposition of the, 429

the complete, 447

weight decomposition of the, 447

Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebras, 446

and the cohomology of configuration
spaces, 434

complete enveloping algebras of the, 448

graded versions of the, 418

the complete, 447

dual

Λ-cooperad of a Λ-operad, 336

Λ-operad of a Λ-cooperad, 336

and hom-objects, xvii

continuous, see also continuous dual

cooperad of an operad, 276

cooperad of the Gerstenhaber operads,

433

Hopf cooperad of a Hopf operad, 296

Hopf operad of a Hopf cooperad, 296

of cosimplicial modules, 137

of dg-modules, 137

of simplicial modules, 137

operad of a cooperad, 276

Dupont’s homotopy, 192–194

edge contractions in a tree, 621

edge set of a tree, 619

Eilenberg–MacLane map, 148–150

cosimplicial, 150–151, 308–312

Eilenberg–MacLane spaces, 198, 402

cohomology of, 199
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Sullivan cochain dg-algebras of, 201

Eilenberg–Zilber equivalence, 148–150

and symmetric algebras, 168

and the Sullivan cochain dg-algebras,
190–192

and unitary commutative algebras, 166

cosimplicial, 150–151, 308–312

on hom-objects, 156

of Λ-sequences, 517

of symmetric sequences, 517

enriched categories, xvii

extension functor for algebras over operads,
41, 42

extra-codegeneracies, 160

and cohomology, 162

extra-degeneracies, 159

and homology, 160

face operators, 27

in a simplicial object, 27

faces, see also face operators

factorization axioms

and cofibrantly generated model
categories, 112

factorization axioms of model categories, 11

factorization homology, 612

fibrant objects

class of — in a model category, 11

fibrant resolutions, 13, 19

and the homotopy category, 20

of operads in simplicial sets, 230

fibrations, 11

and adjunctions, 12

and compositions, 12

and pullbacks, 12

and the right lifting property, 11

class of — in a model category, 11

Kan, 34

filtered colimits, see also κ-filtered colimits

formality

intrinsic — of the En-operads, 436–438,
602

Kontsevich’s — result for En-operads,
438

of the E2-operads, 444–446

of the En-operads, 438, 594

of the chain little 2-discs operad, 445

of the chain little discs operads, 438

of the little 2-discs operad, 445

of the little discs operads, 438, 594

Tamarkin’s — result for E2-operads, 445

frames

cosimplicial, see also cosimplicial frames

simplicial, see also simplicial frames

free covariant Λ-sequences, 345–348, 354,
420

and cofibrations of coaugmented cochain
dg-Λ-cooperads, 355

and cooperads, 348–350

dual — of a cofree Λ-sequence, 424

over symmetric sequences, see also free
covariant Λ-sequences

free symmetric sequences, 505

function objects, see also cotensored
categories over simplicial sets, 50

and mapping spaces, 51

generating acyclic cofibrations, see also the
corresponding entry of each category
for the definition of the set of
generating acyclic cofibrations
associated to specific examples of
model categories, 110, 111

generating cofibrations, see also the
corresponding entry of each category
for the definition of the set of
generating cofibrations associated to
specific examples of model categories,
110, 111

geometric realization

of Hopf cochain dg-Λ-cooperads, 370

of Hopf cochain dg-cooperads, 322–323

of simplicial sets, 29, 36

and operads, 40

of unitary commutative cochain
dg-algebras, see also Sullivan cochain
dg-algebras, adjoint functor of, 197

geometric realizations

and cosimplicial frames, 93

and cosimplicial-simplicial objects,
103–105

and singular complexes, 94

and the diagonalization of bisimplicial
sets, 99

and weak-equivalences, 93, 105

in model categories, 92

in simplicial model categories, 94

skeleton decomposition of, 94–96

Gerstenhaber operads, 432, 594

and graph operads, 594

and the homology of the little discs
operads, 432–433

Koszul dual cooperad of the, 547

Koszul resolution of the, 549

monomial basis of the, 545

operadic cotriple cohomology of the, 550

presentation of the — by generators and
relations, 545

good Λ-operads, 374

good Λ-operads with respect to the
rationalization, see also good
Λ-operads

good operads, 331, 586

good operads with respect to the
rationalization, see also good operads

good spaces, 207, 586
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and Λ-operads, 374

and operads, 331

good spaces with respect to the
rationalization, see also good spaces

Goodwillie–Weiss Taylor tower, 607

graded Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra
operads, 418

and the cohomology of the little discs
operads, 435

Chevalley–Eilenberg cochain complexes
of the, 424–429

tower decomposition of the, 425–429

cofree Λ-sequence structure of the,
422–424

Maurer–Cartan spaces of the, 429

tower decomposition of the, 429

graded Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebras, 418

and the cohomology of configuration
spaces, 434

graded Grothendieck–Teichmüller Lie
algebra, 562, 563, 605

graded modules, xv, 128

graph complex, 601

hairy, 600

homology of the — and the graded
Grothendieck–Teichmüller Lie algebra,
605

graph cooperads, 593

graph dg-algebras, 591

graph operads, 593

and Gerstenhaber operads, 594

Grothendieck–Teichmüller group, 560, 565

and the homotopy automorphism space
of E2-operads, 565, 580

filtration of the, 562

pro-finite, 605

group-like elements

and the exponential correspondence, 401

in a complete Hopf algebra, 401

hairy graph complex, 600

Harrison homology, 209

hom-objects, xvii

of Λ-sequences, 510

of Λ-sequences in dg-modules, 513

and the Künneth isomorphism
formula, 517

and weak-equivalences, 514

of Λ-sequences in graded modules, 513

of Λ-sequences in simplicial modules, 516

and the Eilenberg–Zilber equivalence,
517

of dg-modules, 153

of simplicial modules, 155

and the Eilenberg–Zilber equivalence,
156

of symmetric sequences, 510, 513

of symmetric sequences in dg-modules,
513

and the Künneth isomorphism
formula, 517

and weak-equivalences, 514

of symmetric sequences in graded
modules, 513

of symmetric sequences in simplicial
modules, 516

and the Eilenberg–Zilber equivalence,
517

on cofree Λ-sequences, 511

homology of simplicial modules, 130

homomorphisms, xvii

of Λ-sequences, 512

of Λ-sequences in dg-modules, 513

of Λ-sequences in graded modules, 513

of dg-modules, 153

of symmetric sequences, 512

of symmetric sequences in dg-modules,
513

of symmetric sequences in graded
modules, 513

homotopy

and weak-equivalences, 18

classes of morphisms, 17

left — relation, 16–18

relation, 17, 19

relation and compositions, 18

right — relation, 16–18

homotopy automorphism space of
E2-operads, 565

and the classifying space of the additive
group, 582–586

and the Grothendieck–Teichmüller
group, 565, 580

main result on the, 586

homotopy automorphism space of

En-operads, 604

homotopy automorphism spaces, 57

and weak-equivalences, 59

homotopy automorphisms

of operads, 43–44

homotopy category, 89

and cofibrant resolutions, 20

and fibrant resolutions, 20

and mapping spaces, 55, 87

of a model category, 19, 20, 22

of simplicial model categories, 55

homotopy equivalences

in a model category, 18

homotopy exact sequences

associated to a tower of fibrations, 464

derived — associated to a tower of
fibrations, 465–467

homotopy groups

and Harrison homology, 209
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and unitary commutative cochain
dg-algebras, 209

homotopy spectral sequences
and operadic mapping spaces, 477
of a tower of fibrations, 467–471
of cosimplicial spaces, see also

cosimplicial homotopy spectral

sequences
terms of the — of a tower of fibrations,

467–468
Hopf Λ-cooperads, 358

and cofree cooperads, 359
cofree, 359
in cochain graded dg-modules, see also

Hopf cochain dg-Λ-cooperads
Hopf cochain dg-Λ-cooperads, 357

generating acyclic cofibrations of, 363
generating cofibrations of, 363
geometric realization of, 370
model category of, 363, 365–366

Hopf cochain dg-cooperads
cofibrations of, 301
conormalized complex of cosimplicial,

317
generating acyclic cofibrations of, 298
generating cofibrations of, 298
geometric realization of, 322–323
model category of, 298–300
totalization of cosimplicial, 317

Hopf cooperads, 294, 295

cofree, 296
colimits of, 297
limits of, 297

Hopf covariant Λ-sequences, 358
connected, 358

Hopf symmetric sequences, 294
colimits of, 297

horizontal degree, 463
horizontal grading, 463

of the bar construction of operads, 665
horizontal weak-equivalences of bisimplicial

sets, 88, 100
horns of the simplices, 29, 34

ingoing edges
of a tree, 619
of a vertex in a tree, 619

inner edges

of a tree, 619
intrinsic formality of the En-operads,

436–438, 602
iterated loop spaces, 611

Künneth isomorphism formula, 151
and symmetric algebras, 168
on hom-objects, 158

and Λ-sequences, 517
and symmetric sequences, 517

Künneth morphisms, 151

on hom-objects, 158

Kan complexes, 34

Kan fibrations, 34

Koszul construction, 666

Koszul dual cooperad of an operad, 530,
618, 663, 666, 668

Koszul operads, 519, 530, 618, 663, 666

and the cotriple cohomology, 537

Koszul resolution of operads, 530, 534, 663,
666

and augmented connected Λ-operads,
548, 667

and cosimplicial homotopy spectral
sequences of operadic mapping spaces,
538–540

and operadic derivations, 531

and the cotriple cohomology of operads,
537

latching morphisms

cosimplicial, 67

double, 101

relative cosimplicial, 72

relative simplicial, 80

simplicial, 77

latching objects

cosimplicial, 67

cosimplicial — of the simplices, 68

double, 101

of simplicial sets, 33

simplicial, 77

left derived functor of a Quillen adjunction,
23

left homotopies, 16–18

and compositions, 18

left lifting property, 9

and compositions, 10

and coproducts, 10

and pushouts, 10

and retracts, 10

left proper model categories, 35

lifting axioms of model categories, 11

lifting property

left, see also left lifting property

right, see also right lifting property

little 2-discs operad

formality of the, 445

little n-discs operad, see also little discs

operads, 411

little discs operads

and configuration spaces, 432

cohomology cooperads of the, 433

cohomology of the, 435

formality of the, 594

homology of the, 432

local coefficient system operads, 475

locally κ-presentable categories, see also
locally presentable categories
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locally presentable categories, 121

Malcev complete groups, 400

classifying spaces of, 404

and Maurer–Cartan spaces, 408

filtration of, 400

tower decomposition of, 400

mapping spaces

and cosimplicial frames, 85–88

and function objects, 51

and homotopy classes, 55, 87

and Quillen adjunctions, 89

and simplicial frames, 85–88

and tensor products over simplicial sets,
51

in model categories, 85, 87

in simplicial categories, 48

in simplicial model categories, 52, 54

of operads in simplicial sets, 62, 270

of simplicial modules, 156

mapping spaces of En-operads, 604, 612

mapping spaces of abelian bimodules over
En-operads, 610

matching morphisms

cosimplicial, 69

double, 102

relative cosimplicial, 72, 80

simplicial, 77

matching objects

cosimplicial, 69

double, 102

simplicial, 77

Maurer–Cartan equation, 393

Maurer–Cartan spaces, 393, 395, 399

and the geometric realization of the
Chevalley–Eilenberg cochain
complexes, 394

of complete Lie algebras and classifying
spaces, 408

of the Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra operad

and the classifying spaces of the chord
diagram operad, 443

tower decomposition of, 395

minimal models, 178

Mittag–Leffler convergence of spectral
sequences, 470

model categories, see also the
corresponding entry of each category
for specific examples

axioms of, 11, 111

cofibrantly generated, 112

combinatorial, 121–123

defined by transfer from cofibrantly
generated model categories, 117–120

homotopy category of, 19, 20, 22

left proper, 35

right proper, 35

simplicial, see also simplicial model
categories, 52

morphisms, xvii

nilpotent cell complexes of unitary
commutative cochain dg-algebras of
finite type, 204–207

nilpotent spaces, 199

of finite Q-type, 199, 207
rationalization of, 203

Sullivan cochain dg-algebras of, 200

non-degenerate simplices in a simplicial set,

32

non-unitary Λ-operads, see also augmented
non-unitary Λ-operads, 213

cofibrant resolutions of — in simplicial
sets and the cotriple resolution,
266–271

generating acyclic cofibrations of — in
simplicial sets, see also augmented
non-unitary Λ-operads, generating
acyclic cofibrations of

generating cofibrations of — in simplicial
sets, see also augmented non-unitary
Λ-operads, generating cofibrations of

model category of — in simplicial sets,
see also augmented non-unitary
Λ-operads, model category of

non-unitary Λ-sequences, xxi

Λ-coskeletons of, 243, 261

boundary of the free, 246–247, 507

cofibrations of — as cofibrations of
non-unitary symmetric sequences, 252

cofibrations of — in dg-modules, 509

cofibrations of — in simplicial modules,
509

free, 245–247, 507

generating acyclic cofibrations of, 248

generating cofibrations of, 248

matching morphisms of, 241

matching objects of, 241–242, 507

model category of, 243, 251

model category of — in dg-modules, 507

model category of — in simplicial
modules, 507

model category of — in simplicial sets,
see also non-unitary Λ-sequences,
model category of

Reedy model category of, see also
non-unitary Λ-sequences, model

category of

non-unitary covariant Λ-sequences, 333, 337

non-unitary operads, xviii

cell attachments of — in simplicial sets,
236

cofibrant — in simplicial sets, 240

cofibrant resolutions of — and the
cotriple resolution, 266–271
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connected truncation of, 320

cotriple resolution of, see also cotriple
resolution, of operads, 266

fibrant resolutions of — in simplicial
sets, 230

generating acyclic cofibrations of, 227

generating cofibrations of, 227

model category of, 227, 228, 234

path objects of — in simplicial sets, 231

quasi-free — in simplicial sets, 235, 237,
240

relative cell complexes of — in simplicial
sets, 236–239

non-unitary symmetric sequences, xviii

cell attachments of, 219

cell attachments of — in simplicial sets,
223

cofibrant — in simplicial sets, 226

free, 216, 218

generating acyclic cofibrations of, 216

generating cofibrations of, 216

model category of, 216, 217, 221

quasi-free — in simplicial sets, 222, 226

relative cell complexes of, 219–221

relative cell complexes of — in simplicial
sets, 223–225

normalized chain complex, see also

normalized complex

normalized complex, 130

and extra-degeneracies, 160

as a geometric realization, 136

of simplicial dg-modules, 487

of simplicial groups, 131

of simplicial modules, 130

of simplicial unitary commutative

algebras, 166

operadic biderivations, 598

bicomplex of, 598

bicomplex of — on the dual cooperad of

the n-Gerstenhaber operad, 602

operadic compositions of trees, 622

operadic cotriple cohomology, 608, 609

of the Gerstenhaber operads, 550

with coefficients in the Drinfeld–Kohno
Lie algebra operad, 551–557

with coefficients in the graded
Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra operads,
551–557

operadic derivations, 491

and abelian bimodules over operads, 491

and abelian group objects over operads,

492

and cosimplicial homotopy spectral
sequences of operadic mapping spaces,
503–504

and mapping spaces of operads, 500

and the Koszul resolution of operads, 531

dg-modules of, 491

on free operads, 493–498

on the cobar-bar resolution of operads,
535–537

on the cotriple resolution of augmented
connected Λ-operads, see also operadic
derivations, on the cotriple resolution
of operads

on the cotriple resolution of operads,
498, 533

on the Koszul resolution of operads,
535–537

on the Koszul resolution of the
Gerstenhaber operads, 550

simplicial modules of, 491

operadic Hochschild cohomology, 609

operadic mapping spaces

cosimplicial homotopy spectral sequences
of, 479, 499, 595–600

and operadic derivations, 503–504

on En-operads, see also mapping spaces
on En-operads

operadic suspension, 544

operads, xviii

additive, see also additive operads

and symmetric collections, xxii

cobar-bar resolution of, 650–655

connected, see also connected operads

cotensored category structure of — in
simplicial sets, 60

cotensored category structure of — in
topological spaces, 60

cotriple resolution of, see also cotriple
resolution, of operads, 266, 655–659

function objects on — in simplicial sets,
60

function objects on — in topological
spaces, 60

homotopy automorphisms of, 43–44

in simplicial sets as simplicial operads in
sets, 215–216

mapping spaces of — in simplicial sets,
62

model category of, 39, see also
non-unitary operads, model category
of, 227

model category of — in simplicial sets, 39

model category of — in topological
spaces, 39

non-unitary, see also non-unitary operads

quasi-free, 647

rationalization of — in simplicial sets,
see also rationalization, of operads

simplicial model category of — in
simplicial sets, 62, 270

simplicial model category of — in
topological spaces, 62
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tensored category structure of — in
simplicial sets, 61

tensored category structure of — in
topological spaces, 61

twisting derivations of, 647

outgoing edge

of a tree, 619

of a vertex in a tree, 619

parenthesized braid operad, 411, 443, 560

classifying spaces of the, 443

Malcev completion of the, 560

universal property of the, 564

path objects, 15

good, 15–17

of operads in simplicial sets, 231

Poisson operad

graded versions of the, see also
Gerstenhaber operads

Postnikov towers

Sullivan cochain dg-algebras of, 203

presentable categories, see also locally
presentable categories

principal fibrations, 403

and classifying spaces, 403

in the tower decomposition of
Maurer–Cartan spaces, 397

in the tower decomposition of the
classifying spaces of Malcev complete
groups, 405–407

in the tower decomposition of the
classifying spaces of the chord diagram
operad, 442

in the tower decomposition of the
Maurer–Cartan spaces of the

Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra operad,
431

in the tower decomposition of the
Maurer–Cartan spaces of the graded
Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra operads,
431

Sullivan cochain dg-algebras of, 201

pro-finite Grothendieck–Teichmüller group,
605

pro-unipotent Grothendieck–Teichmüller
group, see also
Grothendieck–Teichmüller group

products and the right lifting property, 10

projective model category of operads, see

also non-unitary operads, model
category of, 213

projective model category of symmetric
sequences, see also non-unitary
symmetric sequences, model category
of, 216

pullback-corner morphisms, 52, 54

pullbacks, 9

and acyclic fibrations, 12

and fibrations, 12
and the right lifting property, 10
stability of a class of morphisms under,

10
pure braid groups, 581

centers of the, 581
rationalization of the classifying spaces of

the, 586–587
pushout-corner morphisms, 54, 507
pushouts, 9

and acyclic cofibrations, 12
and cofibrations, 12
and the left lifting property, 10
stability of a class of morphisms under,

10

quasi-cofree
cooperads, 290–294, 643

quasi-free
operads, 647
operads in simplicial sets, 235, 237, 240
symmetric sequences in simplicial sets,

222, 226
unitary commutative cochain

dg-algebras, 177

quasi-free extensions
of operads in simplicial sets, 235–239
of symmetric sequences in simplicial sets,

222–225
Quillen adjoint functors, see also Quillen

adjunctions
Quillen adjunctions, 13, 23

and cofibrantly generated model
categories, 116

and derived functors, 23, 25
and mapping spaces, 89
and model categories of algebras over

operads, 41
Quillen derived adjoint functors, see also

Quillen adjunctions, and derived
functors

Quillen equivalences, 13, 24–25
and model categories of algebras over

operads, 42
Quillen model, 399

rational Λ-operads, 374
rational operads, 331
rational spaces, 207

and Λ-operads, 374
and operads, 331

rationalization
and mapping spaces, 209, 331, 374
of E2-operads, 446, 587

and the chord diagram operad, 446
of En-operads, 438

and the graded Drinfeld–Kohno Lie
algebra operads, 438

of connected Λ-operads, 373
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and mapping spaces, 374

of good spaces, 208

and Λ-operads, 374

and operads, 331

of nilpotent spaces, 203

of operads, 330

and mapping spaces, 331

of spaces, 197

of the little 2-discs operad, 446

and the chord diagram operad, 446

reduced trees, 619

Reedy acyclic cofibrations

cosimplicial, 73

Reedy acyclic fibrations

cosimplicial, 73

Reedy cofibrations, see also Reedy model
categories

cosimplicial, 72, 74

simplicial, 80

Reedy fibrations, see also Reedy model
categories

cosimplicial, 72, 74

simplicial, 80

Reedy indexing categories, 66

Reedy model categories

of cosimplicial objects, 72, 75

of simplicial objects, 80

Reedy’s patching lemma, 73

reflexive equalizers, 274

relative cell complexes

and acyclic cofibrations, 112

and cofibrations, 112

in model categories, 108

of cochain graded dg-modules, 143

of generating acyclic cofibrations in
model categories, 110

of generating cofibrations in model
categories, 110

of non-unitary operads in simplicial sets,
236–239

of non-unitary symmetric sequences,
219–221

of non-unitary symmetric sequences in
simplicial sets, 223–225

of simplicial sets, 115–116

of topological spaces, 113

of unitary commutative cochain
dg-algebras, 175, 177

relative tensor products of unitary
commutative algebras, 169

resolutions, see also the name of the
resolution for specific resolution
constructions

cofibrant, 13, 19

fibrant, 13, 19

restriction functor for algebras over
operads, 41, 42

restriction operators

on trees, 623

retract axiom of model categories, 11

retracts, 9

and the left lifting property, 10

and the right lifting property, 10

stability of a class of morphisms under,
10

right derived functor of a Quillen
adjunction, 23

right homotopies, 16–18

and compositions, 18

right lifting property, 9

and compositions, 10

and products, 10

and pullbacks, 10

and retracts, 10

right proper model categories, 35

semi-alternate two-colored trees, 638

treewise tensor products over, 638

semi-direct products over cooperads, 416

semi-direct products over operads, 489

semi-model categories, 38

simplices, 28, 30

boundary of the, 29, 34, 35, 68

horns of the, 29, 34

topological, 28

simplicial categories, 48

simplicial category (the indexing category),
26, 66

simplicial frames, 81, 84–85

and mapping spaces, 85–88

and totalizations, 97

of cochain dg-cooperads, 302–305

of cosimplicial objects, 91

simplicial model categories, see also the
corresponding entries at simplicial
sets, topological spaces, operads, and
algebras over operads for specific
examples, 52

axioms of, 52

homotopy category of, 55

simplicial modules, xv, 129

dual of, 137

hom-objects of, 155

and the Eilenberg–Zilber equivalence,
156

homology of, 130

mapping spaces of, 156

normalized complex of, 130

tensor products of, 147

simplicial monoids, 57

simplicial objects, 27

and functors on simplicial sets, 46

augmented, 159

extra-degeneracies of, 159

simplicial sets
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cotensored category structure of, see also
simplicial sets, function objects on, 51

degenerate simplices in, 29

function objects on, 51

functors on, 46

generating acyclic cofibrations of, 114

generating cofibrations of, 114

geometric realization of, 29, 36

and operads, 40

homotopy category of — and topological
spaces, 37

model category of, 34, 114

relative cell complexes of, 115–116

simplicial model category of, 49

skeletons of, 31, 79

tensored category structure of, 51

vertices in, 29

simplicial unitary commutative algebras,
163, 165

homology of, 167

singular complex of topological spaces, 36

and operads, 40

Sinha’s cosimplicial space, 608–610

skeletons

cosimplicial, 70

cosimplicial — of the simplices, 71

of operads in simplicial sets, 240

of simplicial sets, 31, 79

of the simplices, 71

simplicial, 78

small object, 108, 120

argument, see also small object argument

with respect to κ-filtered colimits, 120

with respect to a class of relative cell
complexes, 108

with respect to a class of transfinite
composites, 109

small object argument, 108–109

and generating acyclic cofibrations, 110

and generating cofibrations, 110

spaces of embeddings with compact
support, 607

spaces of embeddings with compact
support modulo immersions, 607

spaces of long knots, 607

spaces of long knots modulo immersions,
607, 608

stability of a class of morphisms

under compositions, 10

under coproducts, 10

under products, 10

under pullbacks, 10

under pushouts, 10

subtrees, 623

Sullivan cochain dg-algebras, 184–186, 399

acyclicity of the, 186–187

adjoint functor of, see also geometric
realization, of unitary commutative
cochain dg-algebras, 195–197, 322, 370

and Λ-operads, see also Sullivan cochain
dg-algebras, operadic upgrade of the,
and Λ-operads

and operads, see also Sullivan cochain
dg-algebras, operadic upgrade of the

and simplicial frames, 187

and the Dold–Kan functor, 194

and the Dupont homotopy, 192–194

and the Eilenberg–Zilber equivalence,
190–192

and the rationalization of spaces, 197

and totalizations, 188–189

codiagonal map on the, 190–192

integration map on the, 189–190,
192–194

of Eilenberg–MacLane spaces, 201

of nilpotent spaces, 200

of Postnikov towers, 203

of principal fibrations, 201

operadic upgrade of the, 323–325

and Λ-operads, 371–373

Sullivan model, see also Sullivan cochain
dg-algebras

suspension of an operad, see also operadic

suspension

suspension of dg-modules, 384

symmetric algebras, 167–168

and coaugmented Λ-cooperads, 360–363

and cooperads, 298

and the Eilenberg–Zilber equivalence, 168

and the Künneth isomorphism formula,

168

of additive Λ-cooperads, 417–418

symmetric collections, xxii

symmetric monoidal categories, xvi

and counitary cocommutative coalgebras,
xvi

and unitary commutative algebras, xvi

symmetric monoidal category

of chain graded dg-modules, 146

of cochain graded dg-modules, 146

of cosimplicial modules, 147

of dg-modules, 146

of simplicial modules, 147

symmetric sequences, xviii

aritywise tensor product of, 295

cofibrations of — in dg-modules, 506

cofibrations of — in simplicial modules,

506

connected, xviii

generating acyclic cofibrations of, 505

generating cofibrations of, 505

hom-objects of, 510, 513

hom-objects of — in dg-modules, 513
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and the Künneth isomorphism
formula, 517

and weak-equivalences, 514

hom-objects of — in graded modules, 513

hom-objects of — in simplicial modules,
516

and the Eilenberg–Zilber equivalence,
517

homomorphisms of, 512

homomorphisms of — in dg-modules, 513

homomorphisms of — in graded
modules, 513

model category of, see also non-unitary
symmetric sequences, model category
of

model category of — in dg-modules, 505

model category of — in simplicial
modules, 505

non-unitary, xviii

tensor products

and terminal objects, 274

aritywise — of cooperads, 295

aritywise — of symmetric sequences, 295

completed, 381

distribution of — over colimits, xvi

distribution of — over limits, 274

distribution of — over reflexive
equalizers, 274

of chain graded dg-modules, 146

of cochain graded dg-modules, 146

of complete filtered chain graded
dg-modules, 381

of cosimplicial modules, 147

of counitary cocommutative coalgebras,
xvi

of dg-modules, 146

of simplicial modules, 147

of unitary commutative algebras, xvi

treewise, 620

tensor products over simplicial sets, see
also tensored categories over simplicial
sets, 50

and mapping spaces, 51

tensored categories over simplicial sets, 50

and mapping spaces, 51

topological chiral homology, 612

topological spaces

cotensored category structure of, see also
topological spaces, function objects on,
51

function objects on, 51

generating acyclic cofibrations of, 113

generating cofibrations of, 113

homotopy category of — and simplicial
sets, 37

model category of, 26, 113

relative cell complexes of, 113

simplicial model category of, 49

singular complex of, 36

tensored category structure of, 51

total degree, 463, 486, 487

total dg-module

of a chain complex of dg-modules, 486

of a cochain complex of dg-modules, 487

total grading, 463

of the bar construction of operads, 665

totalizations

and cosimplicial-simplicial objects, 106

and simplicial frames, 97

and weak-equivalences, 97, 106

in model categories, 96

in simplicial model categories, 98

of cosimplicial cochain dg-cooperads,
305, 316

of cosimplicial cochain graded
dg-modules, 307

of cosimplicial Hopf cochain
dg-cooperads, 317

tower decomposition of, 96, 98

tower decomposition

of E2-operads, 480

of En-operads, 481

of connected Λ-operads in simplicial sets,
475

of Malcev complete groups, 400

of Maurer–Cartan spaces, 395

of the Chevalley–Eilenberg cochain
complexes, 389–393

of the Chevalley–Eilenberg complexes of
the Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra
operad, 425–429

of the Chevalley–Eilenberg complexes of
the graded Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra
operads, 425–429

of the classifying spaces of Malcev
complete groups, 404

of the classifying spaces of the chord
diagram operad, 440, 480

of the Maurer–Cartan spaces of the

Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra operad,
429

of the Maurer–Cartan spaces of the
graded Drinfeld–Kohno Lie algebra
operads, 429

of the set of Drinfeld’s associators, 561

tree morphisms, 623

trees, 619

binary, 664

edge set of, 619

ingoing edges of, 619

inner edge set of, 619

isomorphisms of, 619

operadic compositions of, 622

outgoing edge of, 619

reduced, 619
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restriction operators on, 623

semi-alternate two-colored, 638

unit, 621

vertex set of, 619

with one vertex, see also corollas, 621

with two vertices, 621

treewise composition coproducts of cofree
cooperads, 631–633

treewise composition coproducts of
cooperads, 629–631, 635

treewise tensor products, 620

and cofree operads, 626, 633

and composition products of operads, 621

coaugmentation morphisms on, 635–637

corestriction operators on, 635–637

over semi-alternate two-colored trees, 638

truncation

chain graded — of dg-modules, 153

connected — of augmented non-unitary
operads Λ-operads, 369

connected — of non-unitary operads, 320

twisted dg-modules

and chain complexes of dg-modules, 486

and cochain complexes of dg-modules,
487

twisting coderivations of cooperads,
290–294, 643

twisting derivations of operads, 647

twisting derivations of unitary
commutative cochain dg-algebras, 172

twisting differential

of the bar construction of operads, 644

of the cobar construction of cooperads,
648

twisting homomorphisms, 143

of covariant Λ-sequences, 354

two-out-of-three axiom of model categories,
11

unit tree, 621

unital operads, see also unitary operads,
xix

unitary commutative algebras, xv

colimits of, 169

coproducts of, 169

free, see also symmetric algebras

in a symmetric monoidal category, xvi

in chain graded dg-modules, see also

unitary commutative chain dg-algebras

in cochain graded dg-modules, see also
unitary commutative cochain
dg-algebras

in cosimplicial modules, see also
cosimplicial unitary commutative
algebras

in simplicial modules, see also simplicial
unitary commutative algebras

limits of, 169

pushouts of, see also unitary
commutative algebras, relative tensor
products of

relative tensor products of, 169
tensor products of, xvi

unitary commutative chain dg-algebras,
163–165

homology of, 167
unitary commutative cochain dg-algebras,

163–165
cell attachments of, 173–175
cofibrations of, 175
cohomology of, 167
connected, 167, 172, 175
connected generating cofibrations of,

172–176
generating acyclic cofibrations of,

170–171
generating cofibrations of, 170–171

connected, 172–176
geometric realization of, 197
model category of, 170, 176
nilpotent cell complexes of — of finite

type, 204–207
quasi-free, 177
relative cell complexes of, 175, 177
relative tensor products of, 181
simplicial frames of, 187
totalization of, 188
twisting derivations of, 172

unitary connected operads, xix, xxi
unitary operads, xix, xxi

Vassiliev’s homology spectral sequence, 607
vertex set of a tree, 619
vertical degree, 463
vertical grading, 463
vertical weak-equivalences of bisimplicial

sets, 88
vertices in simplicial sets, 29

weak-equivalences, see also the entry of
each example of model category for the
definition of the class of

weak-equivalences in particular
categories, 11

class of — in a model category, 11
weight graded chain graded dg-modules,

380
weight grading, 463


